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Write a review

Clicker® Universal Wireless
Keyless Entry System
Model: KLIK2U
Compatibility meets technology and performance in
this universal wireless garage door opener. Our
Clicker® universal keyless entry system is designed to
work with a variety of brands, giving you convenient,
secure access to your garage and home.

$44.99

What is relevancy sort? Choose a sort order

P R O D U C T  F E A T U R E S
Our new wireless garage door opener is compatible
with many garage door opener brands. Clicker®
technology will provide your family the convenient
security you deserve!

B R A N D  C O M P A T I B I L I T Y
All Major Brands, including: Genie®, Linear/Moore-
o-Matic®, Stanley®, Overhead Door®, Wayne-
Dalton®, Craftsman®, Chamberlain®, LiftMaster®

C U S T O M E R  R E V I E W S

Overall Rating 

2.5 out of 5
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PROS: 

CONS: 

REVIEW: 

Share this review:

PROS: 

CONS: 

REVIEW: 

Zero Reliability

1. my mother-in-law got tired of it and moved out., 2. it didn't
burn down our house.

terrible reliability

I wrote a review of this product in December 2016 and
classified it as UNRELIABLE. Over and over it lost its entry
code or required us to press an extra button or two to make it
open the garage door.

Chamberlain replaced the unit and the new one worked for a
while (like the first one did) but soon it also had the same
symptoms. Now we have to press several (seemingly random)
keys, after we punch in our code, to make it work. Sometimes,
out of frustration, we call someone who is already in the house
to open the garage door from the inside.

Why does Chamberlain continue to sell this product? Do they
make enough profit on one or two to pay for all those that go
bad? What about the bad publicity? Would I ever buy any
other Chamberlain product? Answer: NO.

Instruction Manual Could Be Improved

works well with liftmaster garage door openers.

step by step instruction manual needs improvement., i needed
to call the help desk - programming help

I read the instruction Manual a number of times before
proceeding to program and install the keyless entry system.
After numerous attempts to make it work, I had to phone the
Help Desk for assistance. First off I was told that my 4 digit
code was not good as it contained a zero (not in the Manual).
Secondly, as I was trying to program the controller when I was
standing immediately behind the garage door operator, I was
told that this was wrong as I needed to stand on either the left
side or right side of controller (again not in the Manual). Note:
To make the programming easier the instructions should state
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WAS THIS HELPFUL?

1 out of 5

Rlam
Plano, TX, USA
July 20, 2017

AGE: Over 65
HANDINESS: Very handy

Not Recommended Product

9 0

WAS THIS HELPFUL?

5 out of 5

Garry
Kamloops, BC
January 26, 2017

AGE: 55-64
HANDINESS: Very handy

Recommended Product
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PROS: 

CONS: 

REVIEW: 

Share this review:

the "0" key acts more as an enter button, than as number key.
By making this keypad button a different colour, the
programming instructions could be simplified by referring to
numbers and colours, and of course indicating where the
person should stand when doing the initial programming.

Unprogrammable

Complete waste of time and money. Spent two hours trying to
program and it simply does not work. Ironically, I thought
buying Chamberlain would be a good idea cause that's what
kind of garage door opener I have... boy was I wrong. So
annoyed!

Works great

easy to program, works perfectly

would prefer an "enter" key over the 0 key

Used on a 1993 produced Master Mechanic, which I was
skeptical of finding a wireless remote that would work on it.
Programming instructions were exactly correct and had no
problems.
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WAS THIS HELPFUL?

1 out of 5

Cgore19
Chicago, IL, USA
July 23, 2017

AGE: 45-54
HANDINESS: Very handy

Not Recommended Product
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WAS THIS HELPFUL?

5 out of 5

Hared
Missouri, USA
June 23, 2017

AGE: Over 65
HANDINESS: Very handy

Recommended Product
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